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The principal source of the Iliad's imagery is the natural world, and the lion is such a familiar 

symbol of strength and courage that we feel no surprise to find a great number of lion 

similes used to illuminate the various situations of the warriors on the Trojan plain. It is 

always rewarding, if we want to appreciate the effect of any individual simile, to look at it 

alongside others with related subject matter, since we thus get some idea of what is typical 

and what is not. A sample of the Iliad's lion imagery can offer some interesting illustrations 

of the highly characteristic Homeric technique displayed in the elaboration of detailed 

pictures which underline a motif from the narrative by taking it up and repeating it in 

another sphere. The relationship between lions and men is seen as the symbol of implacable 

hostility; yet repeatedly we observe a feeling of admiration for the great beast. 

 

Most often we see the lion as a marauder of herds; we thus get an amplified and selective 

image of the hero to whom the simile refers, the individual champion being contrasted with 

a mass of common soldiers represented by the flocks and herds which provide the lion's 

prey. We may start with one of several such similes used of Diomedes; having just been 

wounded by Pandarus, he is supernaturally strengthened and encouraged by Athene, and 

goes to take his place again among the champions (5.135-43): 

 

'Raging as he had been before to fight with the Trojans, now the strong rage tripled 

took hold of him, as of a lion whom the shepherd among his fleecy flocks in the wild 

lands grazed as he leapt the fence of the fold, but has not killed him, but only stirred 

up the lion's strength, and can no more fight him off, but hides in the steading, and 

the frightened sheep are forsaken, and these are piled pell-mell on each other in 

heaps, while the lion raging still leaps out again over the fence of the deep yard; such 

was the rage of strong Diomedes as he closed with the Trojans'. 

 

Here the equation of the slaughtered sheep with the Trojans, Diomedes' victims, is obvious 

enough; what the lion does prepares us for what Diomedes is about to do. This simile should 

remind us that until relatively recently the shepherd's life was a hazardous occupation, and 

the need for courage and vigilance in defence of the flock against the assaults of wild beasts 

should be borne in mind when we read the common Homeric description of a king as 

'shepherd of his people'. 

 

The lion's victims may of course be other wild creatures. Thus, when Agamemnon attacks 

two of Priam's sons, Isos and Antiphos (11.113-121) 

 



'as a lion seizes the innocent young of the running deer, and easily crunches and 

breaks them caught in the strong teeth when he has invaded their lair, and rips out 

the soft heart from them, and even if the doe be very near, still she has no strength to 

help, for the ghastly shivers off ear are upon her also and suddenly she dashes away 

through the glades and the timber sweating in her speed away from the pounce of 

the strong beast; so there was no one of the Trojans who could save these two from 

death, but they themselves were running in fear from the Argives'. 

 

We have here an impressive picture of cruel strength, on the one hand, and helplessness 

and desperation on the other; deer appear elsewhere as symbols of timidity and 

defencelessness (cf. 4.243; 13.102). 

 

Leonine state of mind 

 

These two passages, then, well represent a very common use of lion similes, to illustrate the 

actions of a warrior in combat. We find the image used more subtly to focus attention on 

Achilles' frame of mind as he prepares for combat with Aeneas (20.164-75): 

 

'the son of Peleus rose like a lion against him, the baleful beast, when men have been 

straining to kill him, the country all in the hunt, and he at the first pays them no 

attention but goes his way, only when some one of the impetuous young men has hit 

him with the spear he whirls, jaws open, over his teeth foam breaks out, and in the 

depth of his chest the powerful heart groans: he lashes his own ribs with his tail and 

the flanks on both sides as he rouses himself to fury for the fight, eyes glaring, and 

hurls himself straight onward on the chance of killing some one of the men, or else 

being killed himself in the first onrush. So the proud heart and fighting fury stirred on 

Achilleus to go forward in the face of great-hearted Aineias.' 

 

In some ways this recalls the simile used of Diomedes, but it is more finished and has a 

wider significance. Our sympathies go out to the splendid lion, but we know that the good 

of the community as a whole requires its death. Achilles is not of course to die in this duel 

with Aeneas; but he himself knows that his life will be short, and the prospect of his 

imminent death (after the end of the Iliad) colours our view of everything he does once he 

rejoins the fighting to seek vengeance for PatrocIus' death. Like the lion ('baleful beast') he 

is not blameless; he is the victim of his own intransigence and pride. We should note the 

unusual detail of the lion's tail flailing furiously (a familiar picture to any cat owner); this 

strongly suggests first-hand observation. 

 

Less satisfactory for those who look for accurate observation of animal behaviour, but no 

less effective in conveying Achilles' state of mind (and more besides) are the following lines 

illustrating Achilles' grief for PatrocIus (18.318-23): 



 

'As some great bearded lion when some man, a deer hunter, has stolen his cubs away 

from him out of the close wood; the lion comes back too late, and is anguished, and 

turns into many valleys quartering after a man 's trail on the chance of finding him, 

and taken with bitter anger; so he, groaning heavily, spoke out to the Myrmidons'. 

 

Besides giving us some insight into Achilles' frame of mind this simile serves to forewarn us 

of what is to come. Achilles does not yet pursue Hector, but he will, just as the lion tracks 

down the hunter who has stolen his cubs; the hero's groans express not only grief but also a 

wild desire for revenge. The ground is thus prepared for the following speech in which 

Achilles says that he will not bury PatrocIus until he has brought home Hector's armour and 

head. Here the lion simile serves a purpose going far beyond its normal function of 

representing the hero in combat. Paradoxically, the beast which is typically a familiar symbol 

of savage strength is here, for the moment, virtually powerless. The passage not only 

sharpens our sympathy for Achilles but also creates a sense of foreboding as to the form 

which his vengeance will take. 

 

Lions from Babylon and Nineveh 

 

There is an interesting forerunner for this image in the ancient Babylonian epic of 

Gilgamesh, originally composed (probably) about 2000 B.C. and widely known in the Near 

East. Gilgamesh, the hero, suffers the death of his greatly loved friend Enkidu. 'He touched 

his heart, but it does not beat. Then he veiled his friend like a bride . . . Storming over him 

like a lion, like a lioness deprived of her whelps.' Is the obvious similarity merely an 

interesting coincidence? Or was the Iliad, as many have thought, indebted, directly or 

indirectly, to the Babylonian epic? 

 

In historical times lions were not to be found in mainland Greece, at any rate south of 

Thessaly; some have doubted whether they were really a regular hazard c. 700 in the 

hinterland of the Ionian cities where the Homeric epics took shape. The splendid 

representations of the beast to be found in Mycenaean art must reflect personal 

observation by the artists, and though we must be cautious in arguing from art to literature, 

it is overwhelmingly probably that the lion as a symbol for the heroic warrior derives from 

Bronze Age tradition. But the frequency and vividness of the Iliad's lion similes surely imply 

that the traditional imagery was nourished on first-hand experience. Some have thought 

that this came from contact with lands further east, where lions were certainly common. 

But it seems better to take the Iliad as evidence that the animal was indeed still reasonably 

familiar in the Ionian countryside, and that many of Homer's audience had themselves taken 

part in lion-hunts organized not for sport (contrast the lion-hunts depicted in the Assyrian 

reliefs from Nineveh in the British Museum) but to deal with a persistent menace to flocks 

and herds. 



 

Most mainland Greeks of Homer's day would have had difficulty visualizing lions; we, who 

visit zoos and safari-parks on family-outings, are far more handicapped in appreciating the 

full force of this imagery by over-familiarity with the animal in circumstances where it poses 

no threat except to the extraordinarily feckless. Wilfred Thesiger's account of lion-hunting in 

the Sudan fifty years ago in The life of my choice (1987) may be recommended as a 

corrective, the more valuable for being written in full awareness that our increasing concern 

for endangered wild life makes it hard for us to believe that in those days the beast was 

rated as dangerous vermin. He emphasises the danger (even a slight wound from a lion's 

claw will, without antibiotics, often lead to fat al septicaemia), the wild excitement, and the 

sense of comrade ship created among the hunters. For Homer's audience the resemblance 

between the hunt and war was self-evident, and they were well aware that against the lion 

men can achieve success only by force of numbers, and not by individual prowess; it is thus 

an admirable symbol for the hero. 

 

Stephanie West's commentary on Odyssey 1-4 is to be reissued soon in paperback. For her 

lighter side, see p. 13. 


